
HEART EARTH, possible form 

Phoenix, Feb. 5 postmark 6,000-7,500 wds (30-37 ms pp.) 

plotline: hazard, Dad ill 

through-line: Berneta‘s letters introduce her to me) what she is like 

scene: Montana picnic at Mesa? 



insert into ch. 
a writer. 

1 some allusion to writing fiction; begin subtext of my becoming 



opening scene; instead of ’'trying to resolve.possibly use—reclaim, relearn, 

reknow, resee, refind 

is "listen for" needed ahead of "skritch"? 



device: 

—in making transition from strict quotation from Berneta’s letters to the 

imagined scenes that produced her reports to Wally, make some funaamen tal 

reference—in the first one, the Mesa "Montana picnic" in Phoenix chapter— 
to say the mode is being shifted. Something like: Possibly it went like this..* 

•••deliberate dream 

—refer again later in the book to possible, possibilities; until at last there 

is what Dad, G'ma, Wally, I all wanted to be inpossible, Berneta's death? 



changed in Jan# *92 revise: 

go-along soberside capacity to take everything in. Genuine as the seasons, 

thb avid team we made 



at Wally's funeral: I recall that 1 went into parade-rest (p1 rade hestl) 



With the packet of letters, then, each carefully folded back into 

its envelope edged with World War Two airmail emblazonments, Wally reached 

right past what had come between us when he was alive. Years before, when ^ 

I began trying to tell in This House of Sky my family’s unexpected result 

from the collapse it suffered in June, 19U5, I had asked around for old 

letters, photos, anything, but Wally offered nothing. New this bequest: ct^ 

the only letters by my mother I*d ever seen, postmarks as unveering as 



f <5 

I began trying to tell in This House of Sky my family*s strange brave 

course after the hole that was knocked in us in June, 19U£, I had asked 

around for old letters, photos, anything, but Wally offered nothing. Now 

this bequest: the only correspondence by my mother I*d ever seen, postmarks 



Anna's letter, Arizona *U5 trips 

—arrived in Phoenix "Thanksgiving Eve" 

—Joe and Dad worked in Aluminum Co, of America factory "making parts for planes 

—lived "about U miles from Phoenix" in Algona Park; return address on my 
mother *s letters show it was 116B Algona Park, 

—"Your mother was very ill a few times on the trip. At Williams, Arizona, 
we almost lost her, she was terribly ill that nite. It was like a miracle 
how she regained strength as we dropped down the mountain," 

—Anna was cooking "in a Cottage Court" 

—she and Joe left "for home" by bus on March 7 



a line late in the book, maybe even in final line, could play on Phoenix/phoenix: 

mythical rebirth, out of the ashes: western lives so often have had to* 

—Phoeni cians /Phoeni cia? 



at the mercy of the weather.#. 

...which a majority of the time is not lenient. 

••/lenient winter sun of the Southwest^ instead of ankling through 5 or 6 months 

of Montana snow ^ (haft 
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and tardier with the reimbursement he*d promised me. That funeral share 

he so grudged I knew full well he *d administered into a snazzier fishing 

^   - "X ( 

pole or a more high-powered hunting scope, and there was a build-up of 

hurt by the time I had to ask him to pony up. (At last it occurs to me, 

no longer the overproud struggling young freelance writer I was then: 

fishpole and riflescope were Wally* s own tools of eloquence.-)• It still 

scalded, on this day of his own casket. I left from this fourth Smith 
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River Valley graveside half-ashamed that I had not been able to forget our 



p. 8—cut "back and back to that wintry cemetery" to toa "back to that wintry 

cemetery", or not? If not cut, winnow as many other rhythmic repetitions as 

possible from the ms from here on. 


